
 

 

Urban America 

“Urban Sprawl And The Long Haul” 
 

America is on a quest to improve the quality of life and advancement for citizens 

in urban areas. There are grave concerns about the rehabilitation and economic 

advancement of dilapidated communities. From an emerging city to a megalopolis, 

their growth is potentially the most transformational issue of a nation. It is one 

that must be addressed strategically, methodically, and with the objectives of 

stabilizing forgotten and blighted neighborhoods. 
 

As citizens and those in positions of authority, we are mandated to use our 

collective voices and power for the greater good. Government officials and 

stakeholders ought to build consensus and capacity to address areas of concern 

in urban localities. More must be done to improve the lives of all citizenry, but 

particularly those in “beloved communities.” Citizens, elected officials, 

developers, and the like must employ all resources in their toolboxes. There has 

to be full throated, intentional, and expeditious efforts to do more than create a 

discourse, but a plan of action on the issues of sustainability and improvement. 

Too much is at stake and lives are being transformed based on the decisions we 

make today. The Solutions are, but not limited to:  
 

Create and execute a comprehensive plan to revitalize the parts Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. Street and other streets that are named after prominent 

historical figures; as well as reverse the decline of their surrounding communities 

that have been vandalized, underdeveloped, and polluted 

Maintain urban sustainability while simultaneously tackling urban sprawl 

Increase affordable housing while maintaining the integrity and beautification 

of the communities in which it is placed 

Expand commercial development while preserving the history of the 

communities 



 

 

Mobilize community members to be engaged in the rehabilitation and 

transformation of their locality 

Attain and maintain positive socio-environmental conditions associated with 

urbanization 

Balance the infrastructure in both affluent and low socioeconomic sections of 

cities 

Federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies target crime equally in 

established, financially sound communities as well as in impoverished communities 
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